Host AGM_John says:
Prolog: The Hayden has followed the Storm shuttle The Squall into the nebula and has reestablished a tentative sensor lock on its position. They have also established a limited tap into The Squall's computer although T'Savak's lockout is still in effect.

Host AGM_John says:
The Squall's detection systems are not as sophisticated as The Hayden's thus T'Savak is blind as to her whereabouts.  T'Savak is obviously enamored with the Captain and the pheromones he is giving off are beginning to affect her untrained Vulcan physiology in an unexpected way..

Host AGM_John says:
and now....

Host AGM_John says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>>>

EO_Young says:
::in Main Engineering, sitting at his console::

Jexta says:
:: on the bridge.. looking at Lt.Gol.. ::

FC_Triton says:
::At the helm giving chase to the Squall::

CNS_Tyler says:
::at OPS studying scan results::

Jexta says:
Gol: Sir.. I'm sure the doctor will approve for me to beam onboard the shuttle..

CEO_Danos says:
::at a bridge station, trying to further pinpoint the Storm ship's location::

CMOLinard says:
:: in SB checking on patients::

TSavak says:
@::on board the shuttle with Wendyway::

MO_Morgan says:
::in SB with CMO::

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: writing down a report before going to his quarters.. ::

CSO_Gol says:
Jexta: Then you shouldn't have any problem getting her approval first.

EO_Young says:
*Danos* Sir...  I still have a connection to the shuttle's root command structure.  I have not attempted to dig any deeper.  Permission to proceed.

CSO_Gol says:
*Linard* Doctor, have you given Lt. Jexta a full bill of health?

FC_Triton says:
CSO: ETA to shuttle is 10 minutes. I have been unable to determine whether transporters or tractor beams will work inside the nebula

CEO_Danos says:
*Young* Proceed, but be discreet.  If they find out we have access they may be able to compensate, and we have to assume they will at least try to.

CMOLinard says:
CSO: No, he hasn't even been to sickbay for a check since he got back

CNS_Tyler says:
::turns to watch Gol & Jexta::

CSO_Gol says:
FCO* Understood.

TSavak says:
@Wendyway: SO you see you have no choice

Jexta says:
::looking at the Counselor.. .. hoping she will back him up:: CSO: Sir.. every seconds we spent arguing about this give T'Savak a chance to escape.. we have to act now..

EO_Young says:
*Danos*  Understood sir....

Jexta says:
CSO: T'Savak is a mad Vulcan who must be stop..

CSO_Gol says:
*CMO* He's on his way.  ::looks to Jexta and nods toward the turbolift::

EO_Young says:
::where should I start?::

CEO_Danos says:
::overhears the FCO::  CSO: tractor beams and transporters will be less than reliable inside a nebula.

CNS_Tyler says:
::nods approval of the CSO's orders::

Jexta says:
CSO: Sir.. we must act now.. We don't have time to wait..

CMOLinard says:
*CSO* Acknowledged

EO_Young says:
::to self:: something small...  a system that may be affected by this nebula....

CSO_Gol says:
Jexta: Report to sickbay I don't want to have to worry about anymore officer's than need be.

EO_Young says:
::tapping fingers on console absently::

Jexta says:
:: Looking at the CSO:: CSO: Aye sir.. ::heads toward TL.. leaving someone else at tactical.. ::

MO_Morgan says:
::glances at CMO, trying to not eavesdrop... much::

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: Take control of tactical while Lt. Jexta is in sickbay, target The Squall's propulsion systems and disable them.

Host AGM_John says:
Action: a small black hole appears on sensors in the middle of the nebula

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: done with his report.. ::

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: about to head out of sickbay.. ::

FC_Triton says:
CSO: Have we determined that its safe to fire inside the nebula

CEO_Danos says:
CSO: Aye sir.

Jexta says:
:: heads out of the TL and fall on Doctor Asimov.. ::

CMOLinard says:
::sighs and readies a nearby biobed.... mutters to self:: ahh difficult patients....don't care about their own health

FC_Triton says:
CSO:  Something odd has come up on navigational sensors.  a black hole?

CEO_Danos says:
::heads for the tactical station and tries to lock phasers as closely as possible on the Storm ship's engines::

MO_Morgan says:
::snorts at CMO's comment:: CMO: ::sheepish:: um, sorry

Jexta says:
Asimov: Sorry.. doc.. ..:: think for a moment.. :: Sir.. I'd like you to do me a favor..

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: Size and location?

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:Jexta: Sorry Lieutenant but I know what you're gonna ask me and the answer is no..

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: Run a full sensor sweep before firing determine if any adverse effects will result from the phaser fire.

CMOLinard says:
::smiles:: MO: don't worry about it....it's a small SB...hard not to notice things around here......

CEO_Danos says:
::notes the phaser lock indicators go red::  CSO: We can't lock phasers.

MO_Morgan says:
::blushes slightly:: CMO: thanks...

Jexta says:
Asimov: But sir.. you're help could be crucial.. I don't have time for a physical.. and you know it.. now you either examine me quickly and put a quick diagnostics or I'm going to run away..

TSavak says:
@::checks his sensor on the status of the Hayden...but see nothings and lets lose a string of ancient Vulcan cruses::

CNS_Tyler says:
::resumes attempts to contact the shuttle::

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: Run the sensor sweep anyway.

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:Jexta: On my dead body you will.. I may be 75 years old .. but I'm still strong enough to drag you to sickbay... :: push Jexta into Sickbay ::

CMOLinard says:
::sets up sensors and gets a hypospray and tricorder::

Jexta says:
:: Enter sickbay after Asimov pushed him.. ::

FC_Triton says:
CSO: I am unable to get an accurate sensor reading, receiving strong interference

CEO_Danos says:
CSO: Aye sir, but I can already tell you that a gravity well like this will interfere with targeting systems.  ::runs the scan::  

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:CMO: I have a ruthless patient for you doctor.. make sure he's examine thoroughly..

Jexta says:
:: stair at Asimov.. almost mad at him.. ::

MO_Morgan says:
::tries not to laugh as she sees Jexta pushed into SB by Asimov::

CMOLinard says:
Asimov: No problem doctor I'm all ready for him...::pats biobed:: Jexta: right here LT. ....park it...::grins::

TSavak says:
@::sees the singularity on sensor and calculates how close he can go and still escapes and changes course for the singularity::

MO_Morgan says:
::watches the by-play between Jexta and CMO.  Places  silent bet on CMO:::

Jexta says:
CMO: Sir.. I promise to go to sickbay has soon as I've stop T'Savak.. he's a mad man.. he must be stop before it's too late... and beside.. if the Captain is still alive.. it's our only hope.. only I can match up with him..

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: Looking at the CMO.. wondering what she will do.... ::

EO_Young says:
::sits forward, eyes intent on the console in front of him::

EO_Young says:
*Danos* Sir...  my connection with the shuttle is being disrupted...

CNS_Tyler says:
::looks over sensor results, reroutes power from redundant systems to boost sensor range::

CMOLinard says:
Jexta: Look, you've put this off too long Lt....you're only going to hurt yourself more if you don't let me examine you and fix that bruised rib cage

EO_Young says:
::furiously trying to strengthen the lock::

EO_Young says:
*Danos* I'm barely keeping the connection intact....  what's going on?

FC_Triton says:
::begins attempt to compensate for distorting effects of the singularity::

Jexta says:
CMO: Sir.. don't make me do this.. I have to stop him.. at all cost..

CEO_Danos says:
*Young* We've come across a quantum singularity, scan it and use known precedents to attempt to compensate for the interference.

Jexta says:
<Asimov>::looking at Jexta.. wondering what he's about to do.. prepare an hypospray.. ::

FC_Triton says:
CSO: the shuttle has altered course

MO_Morgan says:
:::moves between biobeds monitoring status of other patients, while still listening to the CMO::

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: Keep us at least 10,000 klicks from the black hole and maintain pursuit of shuttle.

CMOLinard says:
Jexta: I realize the importance of this....but Gol won't let you go unless I give you a clean bill of health...and as a physician I can't do that....yet....now do I have to call security or are you going to co-operate?

EO_Young says:
*Danos*  Aye sir...

FC_Triton says:
CSO: Aye sir  ::alters course accordingly::

MO_Morgan says:
::glances at Asimov and grins::

Jexta says:
<Asimov>::: Put his hand on Jexta's shoulder.... in a fatherly manner..:: Jexta: The more you argue.. the more you loose time.. I will help the doctor examine you.. ..

EO_Young says:
*Danos* Suggestion sir...  Science has access to better equipment than I do here...  maybe they would have more success at telling you it's properties....  I'm just an engineer  ::grins to self::

Jexta says:
:: Quiet for a second than jump on biobed.. :: Aloud: Alright.. but you better do this quickly..

CEO_Danos says:
::establishes a link with the flight control sensors and the science station and routes data to Engineering::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: the Squall and the Hayden are both shuddering violently due to the gravitational effect

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: take medical instrument and approach the biobed as the ship start to rock.. ::

CEO_Danos says:
*Young* I just transferred all of their data to you, feel free to use it.

Jexta says:
:: wondering what's going on.. wondering if this is not T'Savak's doing.. ::

CMOLinard says:
::grins proudly:: Jexta: it will be as long as it takes and not a second more

Jexta says:
CMO: How long is that suppose to last ?

TSavak says:
@::feels the shuttle shake::

EO_Young says:
::gulps audibly::  oh man!  *Danos* Aye sir...

CMOLinard says:
::runs tricorder over Jexta's chest:: Jexta: Ten, maybe fifteen minutes.....maybe longer

MO_Morgan says:
::feels the  ship shake under her feet. and mutters to self:: I've got a bad feeling about this...

EO_Young says:
::checks over the data just sent to him by Danos::

CSO_Gol says:
Cns: I reading the nebula's primary composition as Sirillium, can you confirm?

Jexta says:
CMO: The Captain me be death by than.. please.. do a minimal checking..

CNS_Tyler says:
::feels the ship shake::

EO_Young says:
::to self::  I'm a freaking engineer....   ::sighs::  Maybe this is a good time to make an appointment with the counselor....

Jexta says:
CMO: :: think for a moment.. :: I'm giving you 5 minutes.. not one more doctor.. check the essential and that's all..

CMOLinard says:
::smiles at Jexta:: Jexta: will you relax? I can't get accurate reading with you tensed up like this.

FC_Triton says:
CSO: I would recommend that the CNS re-route power to inertial dampeners to compensate for the gravity pressures

CEO_Danos says:
::reroutes engineering control to a small side console and routes power from non-essential systems to the SIF, thinking good things never come from quantum singularities, except antimatter::

CSO_Gol says:
Cns: Extra power to inertial dampers.

CNS_Tyler says:
::looks over the information she's getting on the Nebula:: CSO:  Aye sir.  It is made up mostly of Sirillium

CMOLinard says:
::runs regenerator over his chest:: Jexta: you're luck you didn't break any ribs..I might have had to operate

Host AGM_John says:
@<Wendyway>::attacks T'Savak...again

EO_Young says:
::starts scanning the black hole.... sees that it's going to take time to complete::

Jexta says:
:: Look at Asimov.. :: Aloud: Sir.. what if Asimov was to come with me.. would you feel more secure than ?

CNS_Tyler says:
CSO/FCO: Boosting power to inertial dampers :: reroutes power to the compensate for the shaking::

EO_Young says:
*Counselor* Do you have a free moment?

TSavak says:
@::Repels Wendyway's attack and gives her another neck pinch::

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: Look shocked.. but doesn't seem to disapprove of the idea.. ::

Host AGM_John says:
@<Wendyway> ::passes out::

CEO_Danos says:
::makes a note to catalogue this singularity as a navigational hazard::

CMOLinard says:
::contemplates Jexta's idea::

CNS_Tyler says:
*Young*: How can I help you Ensign?

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: What is the estimated timeframe before we leave the nebula?

Jexta says:
CMO: :: staring in her eye.. saying it quietly.. :; Trust me..

EO_Young says:
*Counselor*  Well....  I'd like to make an appointment....   yeah....

MO_Morgan says:
::refrains from snorting again at Jexta's 'trust me'::

CMOLinard says:
::gives in:: Jexta: Alright....he can go with you.....but I still can't clear you until you've had a complete check...promise you'll do that when you come back?

Host AGM_John says:
Action: as the shuttle swings around the singularity it gains speed and the effects on the sensors increase....

CNS_Tyler says:
*EO*: at your convenience, after this mission is complete.

Jexta says:
CMO; Thanks sir.. I will.. :: quickly head toward sickbay's doctor.. :: Asimov: Come on doctor.. we don't have all day !

Jexta says:
<Asimov>::: pick up stuff.. looking at Linard.. letting her know that he will watch Jexta.. .. :: Jexta: I'm coming.. ::heads out with Jexta.. ::

CMOLinard says:
::sighs deeply watching the Lt. leave:: Aloud: Why am I so soft hearted?

Jexta says:
:: Run towards TR 1.. .::

MO_Morgan says:
::laughs softly:::

FC_Triton says:
CSO: Unable to determine.  Apparently T'Savak is circling inside the nebula.

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: follow Jexta.. glad he jogs at least 30 minutes a day..::

EO_Young says:
*Danos* Sir....   I had a reading for you....  but our proximity to the black hole is disrupting our sensors...

CMOLinard says:
*Asimov* Keep an eye on him doctor.....those ribs will get worse if he doesn't take it easy

EO_Young says:
*Counselor*  You are alone right now aren't you?

Jexta says:
:: Enter TR1.. put an EVA suit on.. ::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: sensor lock is lost

Jexta says:
<Asimov>*CMO*: I will sir..

FC_Triton says:
CSO: the lock on the shuttle is becoming erratic, and the shuttle is gaining speed

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: In that case how would it affect us to complete a reverse course to intercept?

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: put on Eva suit.. and step on the transporter pad.. ::

CMOLinard says:
::goes back to keeping injured patients comfortable::

Jexta says:
T_Chief: Get ready to beam us to the shuttle..

CNS_Tyler says:
::glances around the bridge::*EO* I'm currently on the bridge at the ops station.

Jexta says:
*Bridge*: This is Jexta to the bridge.. I'm ready to beam to the shuttle..

CEO_Danos says:
*Young* Trust me, no one wants to be away from this singularity more than I do.  How much further do you estimate we'd need to be away from the black hole?

CSO_Gol says:
*Jexta* We've lost our sensor lock, stand by.

FC_Triton says:
CSO: Sensor lock has been lost completely?  Unable to plot any intercept course.

EO_Young says:
*Counselor*  Oh my!  Agh....  uhmm...  geee...  nevermind...  ::can't believe everyone on the bridge heard him::  nothing's wrong... nothing.  Young out.

Jexta says:
:: strike the wall.. thinking this is the CMO's fault.. ::

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: Follow last known course maximum warp.

EO_Young says:
*Danos*  I'm no scientist, but the further we're away the better...    I am getting something... the particles around the event horizon are slightly more energetic than our previously recorded data shows..

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: Extrapolate possible heading based on previous sensor data.

Host AGM_John says:
Action: as the shuttle swings close to the singularity a temporal field forms around and behind it....

CEO_Danos says:
CSO: aye.

Jexta says:
T_Chief: What is our chance to get there intact ?

FC_Triton says:
CSO: aye sir. path laid in full impulse.  ::sets in trajectory calculated from sensor data::

CNS_Tyler says:
::shakes her head at Young's reaction::*EO*Any time you are ready Mr. Young.

CEO_Danos says:
*Young* Could it be an ion trail left by the shuttle's engines?

EO_Young says:
*Danos* Possible.

EO_Young says:
*Counselor* ::coughs nervously::  sorry.... and...  thank you.

CEO_Danos says:
*Young* Unfortunately it's all we have to go on, keep up the good work.

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: Have you determined what he was attempting to do?

TSavak says:
@::checks the shuttles sensor reading and notice the temporal variations::

FC_Triton says:
CSO:  I'm picking up a temporal anomaly around the shuttle...unable to determine cause.

MO_Morgan says:
::finishes with patient and glances at desk full of paperwork::: CMO: Um... flip ya for it? ::smiles::

Jexta says:
<T_Chief>:Jexta: It's hard to say sir.. I would estimate less than 50%..

Jexta says:
:: Approach the transporter console.. trying to lock on the ship location.. notice some weird readings.. :: Aloud: This is not good..

CEO_Danos says:
CSO: I don't think anyone except whoever is on that shuttle knows his plans exactly, but I am transferring the coordinates of a band of energetic particles found around the black hole to Flight Control.

CMOLinard says:
::chuckles:: MO: Thanks... but I'll let you do the honors

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: Match the shuttle's course and velocity precisely maybe we can follow them.

Host AGM_John says:
Action: the shuttle disappears into the temporal anomaly

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: Can the ship hold up as well as the shuttle did under the same situation?

MO_Morgan says:
::wry smile:: CMO: Are you sure? I wouldn't want to take away a job that you might really want to do.

EO_Young says:
*Danos*  If my readings are correct...   the energetic particles do have a weird sort of temporal flux...  are we in the vicinity of a temporal field?

Jexta says:
:: See the shuttle disappear.. :: Aloud; NOOOOO !

CNS_Tyler says:
CSO:  Would that not put us too close... ::watches the shuttle disappear::

MO_Morgan says:
::heads towards desk:: CMO: there's still time to change your mind...

CEO_Danos says:
CSO: My guess would be that we are at least as well constructed as the shuttle.

FC_Triton says:
CSO: course is set ::follows shuttle exactly::

CMOLinard says:
::grins and shakes her head playfully:: MO: I can see you really want to do it....I wouldn't want to get in the way of that

Host AGM_John says:
Action: the Hayden enters the temporal field

FC_Triton says:
CSO: Sir, we have entered the temporal field.

CEO_Danos says:
*Young* That would appear to be the case.  Try not to create any paradoxes.  ::smiles a little::

Jexta says:
:: suddenly has a strange feelings.. and falls on the floor.. ::

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: see Jexta falls.. approach him quickly.. taking his tricorder.. ::

EO_Young says:
*Danos* Aye sir... ::puzzled::  What does he mean by that?

FC_Triton says:
::scans for shuttle::

EO_Young says:
::sits quietly at his console, not touching anything::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: a brilliant flash of light is seen on screen

CSO_Gol says:
ALL: Red Alert!

MO_Morgan says:
::laughs:: CMO: I wouldn't mind if you did, really.  ::smiles:: But since you're gonna make such a sacrifice and let me do it.... ::sits down and picks up first report::

FC_Triton says:
::covers eyes::

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: scan Jexta.. see that the current situation is affecting him.. ::

CSO_Gol  (Alert.wav)

CNS_Tyler says:
::instinctively covers eyes at the flash of light::

CEO_Danos says:
::hears the red alert order and brings shields and weapons online::

CMOLinard says:
::feels guilty:: MO: Tell you what...we'll split it 50/50

Jexta says:
<Asimov>*CMO*: Sir.. Jexta just fall to the floor.. I will bring him to sickbay immediately..

EO_Young says:
::Stands up quickly as red alert is sounded::

TSavak says:
@::checks the date...and then smiles::

CMOLinard says:
*Asimov* Acknowledged

MO_Morgan says:
CMO: Or I can do it ::as she hears Asimov::

CSO_Gol says:
Cns: Run a sensor sweep, where or when are we?

FC_Triton says:
CSO: Still no sign of the storm shuttle but we have a new ship in sensor contact.

CMOLinard says:
MO: Looks like our patient didn't get very far

EO_Young says:
Rogers, Moore, and Connery... keep stationed on the warp core diagnostics...

CEO_Danos says:
*Young* Standby damage control teams, I'm sure you know the drill, but just making sure.

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: Quickly take a hoverbed.. and bring Jexta to sickbay.. wondering what's affecting. him.. ::

CNS_Tyler says:
::blinks trying to clear her vision::CSO:  Aye, Sir.  ::begins sensor sweep::

MO_Morgan says:
::shakes head:: CMO: Stubborn men. ::Sigh::

EO_Young says:
::looks around at the rest of the engineers::  You all know the drills...  let's get ready for anything.

EO_Young says:
*Danos* Aye sir!  Just taking the time for a little pep talk.

CMOLinard says:
MO: yeah especially this one.

MO_Morgan says:
::nods in agreement::

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:; Arrive in sickbay.. :: CMO: He just collapse like that for no reason..

CMOLinard says:
::helps Asimov get him to a biobed::

CEO_Danos says:
*Young* Very well, cry on.

CNS_Tyler says:
::looks at the results:: CSO: sensor readings show that ship to be the USS Callisto... and it's being attacked by Storm ships.

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: Put Jexta on bioded with Kathleen.. ::

CSO_Gol says:
Cns: In addition to Ops please take on science controls.

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: Keep us out of their sensor range.

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:CMO: I'm detecting high level of.. chroniton particles ?.. how's that possible ?

EO_Young says:
Engineers:  I want Beta and Kappa teams stationed and ready for damage control duty on Decks 1 through 7.

Host AGM_John says:
Action: a poorly stored container is loosened from its moorings and falls on EO Young

FC_Triton says:
CSO: aye sir. ::makes adjustments to keep hidden from Callisto::

CNS_Tyler says:
::nods::CSO: Yes sir.  ::slave science to ops and continues with the sensor sweeps::

CMOLinard says:
Asimov: I don't know...I'll have to run some tests....::runs scanner over Jexta::

EO_Young says:
::doesn't get to issue his next orders... gets bonked on the head and collapses like so much silly putty::

EO_Young says:
:::plop::

CSO_Gol says:
Bridge: I know how all of you must feel and that you may want to save the Callisto but we mustn't disturb the past.  Remember the temporal prime directive.

CMOLinard says:
Asimov: I'm thinking it was something he may have been exposed to while he was being held prisoner

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: help the doctor...:: CMO: I've never seen anything like that in my entire career..

CEO_Danos says:
CSO: Sir, what is to keep those ships from attacking us when they're finished with the Callisto?

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Callisto takes a hit

Jexta says:
<Asimov> CMO: What  could cause that ?

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: That's why I've ordered us out of the sensors range, hopefully they didn't notice us.

Jexta says:
::manage to talk a little.. :: CMO: Stop T'Savak.. he must not..

CEO_Danos says:
CSO: Understood, sir.

CNS_Tyler says:
::tries to remember why that name sounds so familiar...  nods::

FC_Triton says:
::scans for temporal fields::

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: I need to know what happened to

CMOLinard says:
::shakes head:: Asimov: I don't know...but whatever it is,,,his brainwaves are erratic.....

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: the Squall

Host AGM_John says:
<EO Underling> ER medical to engineering

Jexta says:
:: try to talk again.. ::CMO: He must not.. change the past.. ..

Jexta says:
:: fall back to unconscious.. ::

CEO_Danos says:
CSO: Perhaps it moved to rendezvous with the Callisto's attackers.

CMOLinard says:
Asimov: Change the past?....What's he talking about?

EO_Young says:
::body quivers::

CSO_Gol says:
Cns: Can you confirm that?

Jexta says:
<Asimov>CMO: I don't know.. he was watching the monitor screen when the shuttle entered the anomaly and than when the Hayden entered he just fall down..

FC_Triton says:
CSO: wouldn't the Squall be giving off temporal particles?  It seems that might be a beacon to finding it.

EO_Young says:
::pretty colours...  very pretty... all the faeries... and dancing dragons::

MO_Morgan says:
CMO: sounds like someone's needed in eng.  I'll go down and see what I can do

CMOLinard says:
Asimov: I'll see if I can wake him...::injects hypo into his neck to wake him::

CNS_Tyler says:
CSO: No sir, I'm not picking up readings from the Squall.

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: Excellent Mr Zaldivar.  Cns: Scan for temporal flux's.

CMOLinard says:
MO: Acknowledged

MO_Morgan says:
:::exits sb and hurries to eng::

Jexta says:
:; regain conscious.. but still has trouble speaking.. ::CMO: aa.a..

CNS_Tyler says:
::sets controls to scan for temporal flux's::

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: monitor Jexta's condition closely.. ::

CMOLinard says:
Jexta: Can you hear me Lt?

MO_Morgan says:
::enters eng and pushes aside crowd of gawking engineers::: Crowd:  Get out of my way.

CSO_Gol says:
::thinks it's times like this when I wish I were on the Defiant, a cloak would come in real handy::

CEO_Danos says:
::remotely sets the Counselor's console to filter out any temporal signature associated with the Hayden::

Jexta says:
CMO: Must stop.. T'Savak.. it's our only hope.. history cannot be AHHHHHHHHHH

CNS_Tyler says:
::smiles at the FCO::CSO: sensors are showing that temporal flux is building up::

Jexta says:
:: fall unconscious again.. ::

CMOLinard says:
::whispers to Asimov:: Asimov: Watch his vital signs....if they get too erratic....sedate him again

Host AGM_John says:
Action: the flux peaks and another brilliant flash is seen....the shuttle emerges and immediately sets course toward the Callisto...

EO_Young says:
<Underling> ::guffaws:: Morgan:  I is the one that called ya here.

MO_Morgan says:
::::kneels down beside EO_Young and proceeds to scan:::

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:CMO: Sir.. lifesigns are really strange.. he seem to be alive.. but.. death.. it keep changing....

CSO_Gol says:
Cns: Route coordinates to the helm.  FCO: Mr. Zaldivar plot an intercept course full impulse.

MO_Morgan says:
::finishes scan and looks at underling:: Underling: then continue to make yourself useful and help me get him to sickbay

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: Ready a tractor beam.

CNS_Tyler says:
::squints at the flash of light... glances down at the sensors:: CSO: Yes, sir  ::routes coordinates to the helm::

EO_Young says:
<Underling> ::Scratches at a bald spot on his head::  Uhh.. Yup...  Let's go.

FC_Triton says:
CSO: Setting course ::accepts coordinates from OPS, set intercept course full impulse::

CMOLinard says:
Asimov: Dead?...That's not possible....not from the readings I'm getting.....his neural pathways are blocked.....that explains the confusion

CEO_Danos says:
CSO: I was just thinking that, sir.  ::grins, and brings tractor emitters online, with a tentative lock on the shuttle::

TSavak says:
@::starts doing some fancy flying in the shuttle::

MO_Morgan says:
::sighs at underling:::

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: Fire phasers to disable the ships weapons and propulsion systems.

EO_Young says:
<Underling> ::assists Morgan::

FC_Triton says:
:::matches shuttles maneuvers, its more agile but I'm a better pilot::

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:CMO: Yes.. ..but how do you explain the presence of high chroniton particle.. ?

CEO_Danos says:
CSO: I'll try sir, but whoever is flying that shuttle knows what he's doing.

MO_Morgan says:
Underling: Lets get going then.

CMOLinard says:
Asimov: I'm still working on that.....::self:.....this is so bizarre

MO_Morgan says:
::takes EO_Young to SB:::

CEO_Danos says:
::tries to lock onto the ship with a phaser beam and hands targeting over to the computer, with a tie-in to the lateral sensor array::

CNS_Tyler says:
::watches as the shuttle continues toward the Callisto::

FC_Triton says:
CSO: if we re-establish the computer link to the shuttle we might be able to limit its agility.

CSO_Gol says:
Cns: Has the Callisto noticed the shuttle yet?

EO_Young says:
::dances among the lillies... frolicking with the birds::

Jexta says:
<Asimov> :: Looking at Jexta..::CMO: He's starting to fade out

MO_Morgan says:
:::enters SB with EO and gets him onto a biobed.  Then proceeds to shoo Underling out::

EO_Young says:
<Underling>  uhmm...  ayup...  aye aye...  off to work we go...

CMOLinard says:
Asimov: Alright....try and keep him stable until I can source this and stop it

TSavak says:
@::wonders if his plan will work::

EO_Young says:
::continues to frolic among the dragonflies and faeries::

CEO_Danos says:
::sees the phaser lock indicators go red and pounds the console with his hand::

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:CMO: Aye sir..

MO_Morgan says:
::scans EO again and detects a concussion::

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: Can you re-establish remote control of the shuttle?

CMOLinard says:
::taps console::

CMOLinard says:
::checks test results on Jexta::

CNS_Tyler says:
::looks over sensors::CSO:  From the sensor sweeps, there is no indication that the Callisto has noticed the shuttle.

MO_Morgan says:
::mutters to self:: nice headache you're gonna have when you wake up...

FC_Triton says:
::continues chasing the damn shuttle::

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: Fire a warning shot at the Callisto, make it look like it was from the shuttle.

Host AGM_John says:
<<<<<<<<<<<Pause mission>>>>>>>>>>>>


